CASE STUDY: COMED

For an essential utility that powers lives, it’s about making
the complex, simple.
ComEd is Illinois’ largest electric utility. They work on a number of initiatives each year that
ultimately impact the lives of thousands of consumers in Illinois. From legislative campaigns
to storm response guidelines, ComEd needs to ensure the complex concepts are simplified
into clear, powerful messages that advance policies and procedures to keep people safe and
ensure clean, green power now and in the future.
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Our Solution
Grisko supported ComEd with the successful passage of state legislation allowing for the
completion of the Illinois Smart Grid Modernization program. The Smart Grid is a 21st century
power infrastructure being built by ComEd to provide more efficient management and usage of
electricity in Illinois. To ensure funding for the Smart Grid, Grisko created the “Recharge Illinois”
campaign identity and logo, along with a website where Smart Grid supporters could contact
their legislators.
Our team also provided strategy, messaging and materials for ComEd’s successful campaign
to pass historic energy legislation in Springfield in 2017. The Future Energy Jobs Act faced
strong opposition from critics, but powerful, nuanced messages clarifying the bill’s many
benefits helped pass legislation that pivots Illinois to a new clean energy economy.
When ComEd needed updated communications for year-round storm response, they turned
to Grisko to develop a comprehensive, multi-phased communications roadmap for multiple
storm scenarios. Our team crafted clear, concise messages for all communications channels
along with easily recognized visuals, including icons and infographics.
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The Impact
Our efforts over the years have led to votes cast, laws passed and people moved to action.
Social Media

Support SB 2080 Hastings (chief sponsor), Lightford, Rezin, Martinez, Fowler
Support HB 3152 Hoffman (chief sponsor), Welch, Rita, Hammond
Keep the Smart Grid delivering major benefits for Illinois:
ComEd was able to undertake the 10-year, $2.6 billion Smart Grid program because the Energy Infrastructure
Modernization Act (EIMA) created a performance-based formula rate model that led to:
® World-Class Reliability: Cut the frequency of outages by nearly half and avoided more than 11M customer
outages since 2012.
® Energy Efficiency: $3.7B in customer savings and enough energy to power 3.7M homes for a year.
® Jobs: Created an average of 3,500 full-time equivalent jobs in each year — well above the 2,000 target.
® Growing Businesses: $3.3B in diverse spend with minority-, women- and veteran-owned businesses.

COMED’S FUTURE ENERGY PLAN
HB 3328/SB 1879
Solar Energy MYTH vs. FACT

® Affordability: Residential rates 17 percent lower than the average of the top 10 U.S. cities.
® Customer Service: Best on-record customer satisfaction for the last five years – J.D. Power.

ComEd has championed the expansion of solar energy in Illinois and we have even been recognized nationally

With these impressive results in hand, legislators extended the formula rate in 2014 and 2016, pushing the sunset
for our award-winning energy efficiency initiatives. With ComEd’s Future Energy Plan (HB 3328/SB 1879), we
provision to 2022.

are committed to maximizing Illinois’ Smart Grid investments today to benefit customers for years to come.

Action is required now to keep up with technology advances and demands on the grid:

It’s important to separate the MYTHS from the FACTS
on solar to protect Illinois energy customers:

® Preserve the Performance-Based Formula Rate and its Performance Metrics: Lift the formula rate’s sunset
date of December 31, 2022, permanently preserving Illinois’ improved regulatory climate and the significant
customer benefits it enables.

® Extend ComEd’s CARE Financial Assistance Program: Renew the commitment to energy justice with ComEdMYTH: Shifting to a demand-based rate design will raise customers’ rates.
funded support for those in need of assistance to cover their energy costs.

FACT:
Demand-based
design will not raise rates, but instead provide a more accurate and fair way to
® Fix a Capital Structure Issue: Modify the Capital Structure calculation to eliminate a double count
of debt
that
allocate energy costs. Solar energy users don’t currently pay to use the grid, which means that everyone
prevents a fair and full cost recovery of financing ComEd’s grid investments.
else has to pay more. Under HB 3328/SB 1879, all customers will pay their fair share to use the electric
grid. Illinois commercial and industrial customers have used fairer demand-based rates for decades.

Why extend the formula rate now? ComEd must plan years in advance. We also have an immediate
opportunity to combat climate change through increased support of renewable energy.

BENEFITS FOR CONSUMERS, WORKERS & ILLINOIS COMMUNITIES
Reliable and Affordable Energy

MYTH: HB 3328/SB 1879 takes away customer choices to lower their electricity bill with energy market
competitors, like rooftop solar.
FACT: ComEd clearly supports customer choice. Our proposal actually removes existing barriers and
gives more customers the ability to choose affordable solar by participating in community-based solar

installations.
Customers will continue to benefit from predictable, affordable rates, and fewer and shorter power outages.
ComEd
will be held to the current stringent performance metrics for reliability and service through 2032.

Help for Those in Need

MYTH: HB 3328/SB 1879 eliminates customers’ ability to control their energy costs.
FACT: Currently, there is a lack of customer control because non-solar customers are unfairly paying

ComEd’s CARE program will provide an additional $50M over five years to help veterans and otherthe
military
costspersonnel,
of solar owners. HB 3328/SB 1879 protects customers from this unfair subsidy. This is about
seniors and families, local nonprofits and low-income customers cover their energy costs.
fairness for everyone, not about subsidies that the average person can neither control nor afford.

Clean Energy Choices

MYTH: HB 3328/SB 1879 will burden homes, schools, churches and businesses that have invested private capital in

Accelerates the development of the two-way grid to accommodate renewable energy like wind and solar
solar,with
driving
discriminatory charges.
Illinois’ decarbonization. Continued electric grid investment will grow the economy, creating jobs in the fast-growing
FACT: Fewer than 400 ComEd customers (out of 9 million) currently have invested in and use solar net
clean energy sector.

Smarter Technology

metering. HB 3328/ SB 1879 promotes investment in community solar similar to other proposals, except
that it would eliminate unfair net metering subsidies.

Infrastructure upgrades and new technology will help keep power flowing during increasingly extreme weather
MYTH: HB 3328/SB 1879 will limit solar industry growth in Illinois and prevent a thriving solar job market.
or catastrophic events.

FACT: The bottom line is that this proposal will support solar development in Illinois and promote this
growing industry’s continued expansion, while ensuring that that inequitable billing practices are fixed.
Moreover, hundreds of real jobs will be created as result of HB 3328/SB 1879. The costly “clean jobs” bill
includes questionable job claims that have yet to be verified by any independent authority.

MYTH: Policy proposals backed by solar interest groups are motivated purely by environmental concerns.
FACT: For some industry players, the bottom line comes first, before customer needs or the
environment. Deceptive practices of some solar companies have been so egregious that the State of
Arizona recently passed legislation called the “Solar Consumer Bill of Rights,” to protect consumers
from harmful solar industry sales tactics, like saddling unknowing solar customers with liens on their
mortgages. A policy solution is needed that is best for customers and the environment.

HB 3328/SB 1879 supports the expansion of solar
energy in Illinois, but in a cost-effective way that is
fair and beneficial for all customers.

Need to increase awareness and boost your reputation? We can help. Visit grisko.com.

